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Preemptive Architecture
(from preemptive – the power to prevent an anticipated situation)
- building the future of urban development
A project by Stahl Stenslie

’Nothing else than organized non-violence can meet organized violence’,
-Ghandi in a letter to Lord Erwin, March 2nd 1930

The project use artistic strategies and approaches to create bombable architectural struc-
tures that act as instruments of peace. An inverse strategy reverses common thinking 
patterns about warfare. Building structures predestined for a constructive destruction 
becomes a creative act.

The project is fundamentally humanistic and oriented towards the dignity and worth 
of all people: it enters impossible and unsolvable human conflicts with the purpose to 
develop alternative solutions. Where logic, reason and intellect do not work other meth-
ods must be developed. The project therefore makes use of inverse strategy and inverse 
technology. This turns current value-, norm systems and common thinking patterns on 
the head with the intention of revealing why previous and well-intended solutions did 
not work. This technique is excessive, exaggerated and absurd to expose the extreme 
polarizing elements of extreme situations. Such an approach is not without irony, but the 
project is about determined and seriously implementation of architecture as a positive 
way to counter violence and destruction.

Inspired by Ghandis strategy of passive resistance, how can this be translated into archi-
tecture? By inverting our accustomed thinking about war, buildings and functionality. 
Buildings are usually made to last forever, now we conceptualize and design structures 
made to be bombed. The project is planning and preparing for the dismantling and de-
struction we know will reoccur in the cursed areas of conflict and war. No matter how 
often such buildings will be bombed and destroyed, they can always be rebuilt. This in-
version of architecture makes destruction pointless; the buildings become preemptive. 
Such inverse thinking is a tool to make reconstruction easier, but also to produce a new 
and deeper meaning. Constructing buildings can both be a physical and a mental process. 
War and destruction can so be seen as a creative situation, both for thinking and as a ma-
terial. Practically the project asks how to construct bombable buildings, mentally it asks 
how reconstruction can contribute to strengthen identity and sense of place.

Cursed  locations
The project location is conceived for Gaza, but relates to all cursed places of war: places 
where war and terror seemingly never stops. Cursed regions and cities are the Balkans, 
Iraq, Afghanistan, Jerusalem, Georgia/Russia, Shechnya, Sri Lanka, Kashmir, Kurdistan, 
Colombia, Congo, Somalia, Darfur to mention some.
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Manifestations
The project develops:

• Concepts for bomb-able buildings / structures.
• Visualizations of the same structures.
• Studies of the destruction of Gaza with personal interviews of local people.
• Web pages, text and publication about the project.
• 3D models placed on Gaza in Google Earth.
• Full scale physical structures.

Sketch for an imploadable tower @ Gaza
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Background
The Israel / Palestine conflict is tragic and indefensible. It spans two thousand years back 
and into the foreseeable future. Gaza has been described as the world’s largest concen-
tration camp. It is a little dusty piece of populated land where the sea is the only natural 
boarder. The key to the conflict in the Middle East is to resolve the Israeli / Palestinian 
conflict. Before it is done Gaza is destined to be bombed and invaded sooner or later. 
Only the numerous blockades and scarce water and natural resources in itself constitute 
Gaza’s’ genius loci ‘, or’ local spirit ‘as an architect, Nordberg-Schulz would called it. The 
project seeks to see the possibilities in this impossible situation and to examine how this 
can be used as a materiality to produce alternative patterns of thought and strong rep-
resentations, ie, art.

Architecture of Passive Resistance
Inspired by Gandhi’s thinking about passive resistance, the project will develop struc-
tures / monument / physical form constructed in the same spirit. Buildings are generally 
static structures that are easily damaged in the war. What if they could be made plastic? 
Not rigid and tough, but changing and transforming structures in case of destruction. 
Examples are traditional Japanese architecture built so that the materials do not become 
damaged by earthquakes and can be put together again afterwards. What if we could 
build something that will really get added value in the event of war? How can the energy 
from the bombing and fire be taken up and used? And get the actual, practical and sym-
bolic value for reuse for Gazas residents. 
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This type of passive resistance architecture represents a non-violent strategy, and a 
strong opposition to giving in to the conventional logic of war. Moreover, such an archi-
tecture of resistance represent a peace-building tactics in Ghandis spirit. The violence of 
the other is a medium for peace. Thus, these structures or acts / actions could act as a 
peace symbol and instrument against violence and war’s futile function. The project has 
a dimension of psycho-physical sculpture in itself, ie objects and structures that are both 
physical and that affects our everyday life, mentally and socially.

There are several concrete ways to develop the bombable structures, ie, planned physi-
cal form reactions through bombing. Planning and preparing buildings for bombing will 
radically influence how we think and form our environment. Firstly by asking questions 
about reoccurring war and then how to initiate reconstruction processes.

Proposal for architectural functional materials and construction methods are:
• Materials and – the composition is changed (pliable, plastic, mechanical).
• Structural explosion patterns built in. Concrete collapses at the explosion and can 

not be repaired, while a brick building can be built up again brick for brick because 
the binding cement give in first in case of explosion.

• Surfaces that change by explosion / pressure / heat, change colors, etc.
• Sound. Integration of mechanical sound recorders / players provide the basis for 

soundbased expression / compositions.

The project aims to do aesthetic and technical research in these and other possibilities.

Inverse Architectures
A list of suggestions about buildings which make use of inverse strategy to underline the 
absurdity of the situation:

• Happy Targets: buildings that are constructed as’ light towers ‘for example, la-
ser-guided bombs.

• LED signs that displays how many men, women and children who at any given time 
are in the building.

• Thought experiment: If an exact copy the World Trade Center in NY was built in 
Gaza, how would the United States responded to its bombing?

Realization
The preliminary project has a strong conceptual dimension, but endeavours to realize 
physical objects and structures prepared to be bombed. In the first stage presentations 
as visual drawings/models/3D will be developed. The artistic concepts will be technically 
engineered into three or more drafts of possible sculptures / buildings. In parallel, a HD 
video documentation of interviews of Palestinians will be done. These recordings serve 
at least two purposes: firstly as a time document examining inhabitants response both 
to the devastation and ideas about the reconstruction process. The second is to discuss 
the proposals and how they can be processed. This will set out together with conceptual 
sketches and a test model. 
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The purpose of the exhibition is to initiate constructive discussions and works that fur-
ther and supplements materials to the existing proposals/projects.
It is a goal is to construct an actual and practical bomb-able structure. Bombing imple-
mented for example with the Norwegian military. The structures proposed by the project 
need not to be material. They can also take form as a virtual plan – for example, propos-
ing town planning that redirects our orientation according to historical bomb impacts.
The establishment of bomb-able sculpture will also serve as a monument and symbol of 
peace and peace solutions. If Gaza is reconstructed with this type of structures the area 
could be read as a single peace monument.

Links and artistic references:
1. Bevan, Robert: The Destruction of Memory. Architecture at War. London: Reaktion Books, 

2006.  ISBN 1-86189-205-5
2. Hot Spots of War: http://www.bizforum.org/hotspot.htm
3. Decolonizing Architecture, a research undertaken by architects Sandi Hilal, Alessandro Petti 

and architect and theorist Eyal Weizman, throws architecture into the arms of burning social 
and political issues and uses the discipline to explore possible scenarios that could emerge 
from a partial-or complete -evacuation of Israeli colonies and military bases: http://www.we-
make-money-not-art.com/archives/2008/12/decolonizing-architecture.php

4. Jean Tinguely, Hommage à New York, 1960
5. Bureau of inverse technology http://www.bureauit.org/ Originally a guerilla technical inter-

vention into some of the emergent techniques and technologies of the Information Age. BIT 
works with Information Technology as its primary material, re-engineering technical systems 
to address the hidden politics of technology. The anonymity of the Bureau was in part a 
strategy to reflect on the anonymity of technical production – the diffused accountability 
and ethnographic anonymity in which information technologies and software are generally 
produced.

6. The Suicide Box is a motion-detection video system, positioned in range of the Golden Gate 
Bridge, San Francisco in 1996. It watched the bridge constantly and when it recognised verti-
cal motion, captured it to a video record.

7. Gregory Green. Since the mid 80’s, Gregory Green has exhibited homemade bombs, illus-
trating societies negligence towards terrorism. He believes, “the real potential for chaos that 
is out there – the more we ignore the disenfranchised, the more the possibility of horror 
exists”.

8. Heide Fasnacht, “Exploding Airplane,” 2000.
9. Kendell Geers, Withheld (Blow), 1993.
10. Cyprien Gaillard – Real remnants of fake wars.
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